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A set of experiments was carried out to study the 
Voc, isc and the PV cell temperature time profile Tc(t) 
of a c-Si and a pc-Si cells.

The analysis of the transient performance for Voc, isc
and the cell temperature Tc(t) , vs time at different 
illumination levels was tried.

A prediction model for the PV cell temperature, Tc, 
is developed and the results are compared with 
measured values. The same is tried for the 
prediction of Voc. 
The predicted Voc values by this model are 
compared to measured ones. 



•INTRODUCTION

The PV cell performance under real field conditions has been
extensively studied, even under high Concentration values, 
C.  

In fact, it was understood that increasing the C values the 
Peak power, Pm, increased with C. 

On the other hand, the PV cell temperature has a negative 
effect 
on both ηc and Pm

A further analysis showed that, due to the PV cell series 
resistance,  rs , the Joule effect within the cell
Pj=i2*rs ,rapidly  increases with C. 



Consequently, Pm, which initially increases with C, 
reaches a high value at a certain C, dependent mainly 
on rs and then starts decreasing as C further 
increases. 

The rest of the solar radiation absorbed into the cell 
and not converted into power, appears as heat with an 
increased temperature, Tc, on both sides of the cell. 

Thus,  there is developed on both of its sides a temperature 
profile, Tc(t;C). 

The Tc(t;C) profile undergoes a transient behaviour along with 
Voc and isc following the changes of the solar irradiation on the 
PV cell,  till the cell reaches thermal and subsequently electric 
steady state conditions.



Theoretical analysis and experimental investigation have 
shown that the temperature profile has an effect on Voc
and  isc, too. 

The effect on Voc and isc, as to be highlighted in this 
paper, depends on the temperature level reached, i.e. 
on the C  value. 

The interpretation of the PV cell performance under such 
solar radiation conditions is tried. 

Experiments were carried out, both at conditions of air 
free flow and air forced flow, in order to cool the PV cell. 



Theoretical Analysis
General expressions for the short circuit, isc,  may take the form: 

(1)

(2)

Io, although it does not depend directly on C or on the level of 
solar radiation on the PV cell, does depend on Tc by 15.4%/K
Ir, is the saturation current due to the electron- hole 
recombination effect, which obviously increases with C.
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• Therefore, it is expected that isc just upon illumination does 
not follow exactly a step function  but it takes a time profile 
due to the Tc(t;C) profile developed.

• On the other hand,  Tc(t;C) depends on C and on the 
geometrical and physical conditions and structure of the 
PV cell.

• rs, is the series resistance of the PV cell, which generally 
depends on Tc

• Rsh, is the shunt resistance which will not be considered in 
our case, as it takes a high value and thus the last term in 
eq (1) & (2) is negligible at the operating voltage of the 
cell.



• Eq(1) foresees that according to the value the 
brackets take along the time, t ,
isc may either increase, till it levels out at a 
saturation value when steady state conditions 
have reached, or may take a complex shape, 
while during the transient conditions. 

• This might be explained theoretically and will be 
shown experimentally. The above difference in 
the isc(t;C) shape depends on parameters 
related to the cell electric characteristic 
quantities which will be discussed deeper.



• A corresponding expression may hold for Voc (C), 
which for C = 1 takes the form:

(3)

• There is a similar behaviour of the Voc(t;C), with 
the one for isc(t;C) and Tc(t; C) . 
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•The PV cell temperature profile, Tc(t; C) 
may be obtained theoretically by applying 
the heat balance equation on the PV cell. 

•A theoretical analysis based on Heat Transfer 
principles, determines that Tc(t;C), when the cell 
is steadily illuminated, starts increasing with a 
time constant, TΤc. 

•Theoretically derived values of TΤc, measured 
TΤc values and measured Voc are given in Table 1



Table 1.
Time constants of Voc(t;C) and  Tc(t;C)  as determined both experimentally and 
theoretically for various C values, for c-Si )

C  τTc (s)
meas c-Si PV cell

τTc (s)
theor c-Si PV cell

τVoc (s)
meas c-Si PV cell

1.65 37.1 36.8 36.0

4.05 34.3 34.4 32.2

7.34 36.6 31.8 37.5

20.52 27.4 26.9 28.1

25.5 25.3 24.0 24.3



To predict Tc(t;C), a simple energy balance equation for 
the illuminated  PV cell which takes the form:

ρcV*dTc(t)/dt = (1-ηc)* Ac *IT -2*h*Ac*[Tc(t)- Ta] 
(4)

ηc is the PV cell conversion efficiency, which depends 
on Tc by:

ηc
-1dηc/d Tc =-0.4% / oC                                       (5)



•IT, is the level of light illumination upon the cell, Ac, is 
the surface of the cell, a 5x5 cm2 SOLARTEC c-Si, 

•While, 2 in the third term stands for the two sides, 
front and back, of the cell from which heat is taken  off 
by air convection.

•h, the overall heat transfer coefficient, is 
dependent from Tc (t;C) and is determined 
for any  Tc value, using appropriate 
formulae. 



Results
Results of measured and predicted Tc(t) 
values are provided in Fig 1.

We observe a  very good prediction at small 
levels of C which deteriorates at high C values. 

That implies a correction to be introduced in the 
formulae to determine h, in order to take into 
account the changes in the air flow
Pattern, as Tc increases.



Fig 1 PV cell temperature Tc(t)  as measured and reconstructed. The 

comparison is shown for illumination of 0.2 Sun on the cell.
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The Tc(t; C) profile for various C values for the c-Si and 
pc-Si cells is shown in fig 2. 

Fitting a function of the type 1-exp (-t/τ) to 

the measured Tc(t) values, for the c-Si and pc-Si 

cells, there were obtained very good  results with 

correlation coefficient = 0.998.  

TTc values experimentally determined lie very close to 
the theoretically estimated ones, obtained by applying 

the heat transfer formulae, see Table 1 for 

comparison.
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Similarly, the Voc (t;C) profile is given in fig 3. The experimentally 
obtained Voc (t;C)  values are shown in comparison with the 
predicted values for various C, see Table 2.

Table 2. Voc predicted and measured values for c-Si 
at concentration levels.

Voc 90 cm             Voc           60 cm
VocPRED     VocMeas      VocPRED VocMeas
0,554592 0,552241         0,572629 0,570286
0,553709 0,551569         0,571454 0,568943
0,553352 0,550897         0,570278 0,567599
0,552848 0,550225         0,569103 0,566256
0,551797 0,549554         0,56809 0,564912
0,551272 0,548882         0,566934 0,563569
0,550914 0,54821           0,565759 0,562897
0,543623 0,54082           0,564766 0,561554
0,543287 0,540148         0,563773 0,560882
0,542951 0,540148         0,56276 0,559539



The experimental analysis of the i-V 
measurements, at transient conditions, gives 
that the Voc time constant is equal to the 
one of the Tc(t;C), as the corresponding 
figures in Table 1 show.

This is understood when we study the 
derivative dVoc/dt obtained from eq (3). 



•Following the same analysis for Voc (t) , as 
done for Tc(t), we reach to the conclusion that 
τVoc values theoretically obtained, based on eq 
(3), lie very close to the experimentally 
determined ones. 

•The analysis for both Tc(t;C) and Voc(t;C) 
underlines that the simulation model developed 
provides the real performance of the PV cell 
both at transient and steady state conditions with 
good success.
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•The experimental Voc(t;C) profiles, for small C 
values, lie very close to the ones obtained by the 
theoretical model. 
The prediction deteriorates for high C values. 

•There should be introduced a corrected form for 
m. 

•The deviation between measured and predicted 
values for C=25 is about 6%, which in fact is small, 

•while for lower C, this difference gets smaller.

•These results give the merit of this prediction 
model. 



The study of the i-V curve at transient conditions, gave the the isc
Profile. 
The isc profile, as in fig.4 shows an increase vs t or Tc for 
small to medium C values, as it is expected from the theory.

However, at high C values, there appears a peak in isc
which is the turning point, at a time tp, shortly after 
illumination gets started.

Thereafter, as Tc(t;C) increases, the isc starts decreasing. 
This isc(t;C) profile behaviour may be interpreted using the 
1 or 2 diode electric equivalent circuit model. 

This further analysis may disclose that the argument of the 
exponential terms in eq(1) &  eq(2) may change its rate of change 
for different C values.
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The combination of this behaviour for both Voc (t; C) and 
isc (t; C) vs Tc and C  affects the Pm profile, 
which at certain C value, gets a peak value and 
then starts decreasing. 

•The recovery of the Pm was tried through an air 
ventilator which forced air parallel to the PV cell 
sides. 



• The ventilation rate was such as to reduce the 
Tc value of the PV cell, when under illumination 
with Concentration ratio C, and reset it at the Tc
value it had when the cell was illuminated at Cref 
conditions. 
That is, to zero the last term of eq (2) and reset 
the exponentials of the terms of eq (1) to Cref
conditions.

• However, the electron-hole recombination effect 
to the i-V could not be recovered with the 
simple ventilation process. This effect increases 
with C as experimentally verified, too.



Figs 5 and 6 show these results. 

The difference between i-V curves for the same C 
value, taken with and without ventilation, shows 
that the recovery using air ventilation is effective for 
small C values, while the impact is very obvious at
high C values
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•Conclusions

The results of a research project to investigate 
the behaviour of fundamental PV cell quantities 
such as the isc, Voc, Tc and Pm

at various Concentration ratios, C were given.

The studies of the isc, Voc and Tc transient curves, 
experimentally obtained were compared with 
theoretically predicted values and a very good 
approach was achieved, which confirmed the 
theoretical model developed. 



It became evident that there is an important 
domain of the PV cell performance to investigate 
through transient characteristics induced by step 
function, as the illumination on the PV cell, is. 

In particular, the time constants of the transient 
phenomena are quite high,  as they exceed 10-30 
secs. These changes in the isc and Voc imply 
changes in the i-V curve and its Pm coordinates, 
(im, Vm). 



• It was found that the isc(C) and Voc(C) change 
considerably with time as Tc and C take higher values. 

• The effect of Tc on the Pm decrease may be partially 
recovered by ventilation of the cell or with a heat 
exchanger coupled to its back surface. 

• There was also studied the behaviour of the PV cell 
electric parameters along with Tc and C, based on the 
Heat Balance equation.  The prediction of Tc(t) and 
Voc(t) are very good for low to medium C, but as C 
increases predicted values deviate, but not 
significantly. 

• Further investigation continues and additional full 
analysis will be presented.
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